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By Aniruddha Bahal

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2003. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. 1st
Edition. NEW HARDBACK.1st Ed./1st Printing. DJ in Clear, ARCHIVAL MYLAR WRAP. NO remainder
mark. "A brilliant international thriller, set in contemporary Kashmir, about an investigative
journalist, espionage, and the temptations of drugs, sex, and corruption in the Indian Army Our
hero, known as MM, is a pleasure-seeking journalist working for an upstart Indian newsweekly. He
is also an ex¿army cadet with political connections, able to secure exclusive and dangerous
assignments in the armed forces with the promise that he¿ll write about his experiences. But MM
has ulterior motives. Over a period of years he has been clandestinely investigating a source of
corruption in the guerrilla war on India¿s frontier: in the midst of skirmishes with the ¿Mossies¿ in
Kashmir, the sale of arms and drugs¿often back to the insurgents they have been seized from¿is an
ever-renewable source of profit. MM hits the jackpot when a brutal border-patrol raid on which he is
tagging along uncovers an emormous cache of both arms and high-grade heroin; but the goods in
hand also provide him with a tempting brokerage opportunity. Knowing, cynical, highly capable,
and deeply motivated, MM is...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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